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Foreword 

In accordance with its mandate to disseminate information on fisheries research to 
the scientific community, the Scientific Council of NAFO publishes the Journal of 
Northwest Atlantic Fishery Science, which contains peer-reviewed primary papers and 
notes on original research, and NAFO Scientific Council Studies, which contains review 
papers of topical interest and importance. Each year since 1981, the Scientific Council 
has held at least one Special Session on a topic of particular interest, and many of the 
contributions to those sessions have been published in one of these NAFO publications. 

The Scientific Council Special Session, the Symposium on Variations in Maturation, 
Growth, Condition and Spawning Biomass Production in Groundfish held at the Altis 
Hotel in Lisbon Portugal during 9--11 September 1998 in conjunction with the 20th NAFO 
Annual Meeting, resulted with the Scientific Council establishing the Working Group 
on Reproductive Potential. The Working Group (Chair E. Trippel) through its 
deliberations concerning fish stocks in the North Atlantic recommended to the Scientific 
Council that 

i) a complete collection of scientific papers relating to the subject be peer reviewed 
and considered for publication in the Journal a/Northwest Atlantic Fishery Science, 
and 

ii) a compilation of available data for those stocks be published in the Scientific Council 
Studies. 

The Scientific Council endorsed the recommendation, and this issue of the Scientific 
Council Studies series is dedicated to the compilation regarding the available data. Many 
members of the Working Group and scientists both within the Scientific Council circles 
and outside these circles have spent a great deal of time and effort collecting, collating 
and refining the information base. The comprehensive coverage achieved in this 
publication is timely and important for scientists dealing with fish stocks and stock 
complexes in the North Atlantic, particularly in the NAFO and ICES areas. 

May 2003 Tissa Amaratunga, Editor 
NAFO Scientific Council Studies 
Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization 
P. O. Box 638 
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia 
Canada B2Y 3Y9 
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Abstract 

Information was collected on the availability of data to estimate reproductive potential on fish 
stocks in the north Atlantic. Information was collected on a total of 53 stocks or stock complexes 
from both the Northeast and Northwest Atlantic. A series of tables was compiled that provide an 
overview of the availability of basic infonnation, evaluate the quality of the infonnation and provide 
references to this information. The tables were not designed to include actual data, but rather to 
reference existing data and studies published injoumals, reports, etc .. or to identify persons who 
might provide information regarding data which may exist in national laboratories but have not 
been analysed or published. The tables provide an overview of the years for which basic data are 
available, details on the collection and quality of the data, the existence of studies that estimate 
reproductive potential or evaluate stock-recruitment relations and references to the data and studies. 

Keywords: data availability. data quality, reproductive potential 

Introduction 

The importance of estimating the reproductive potential of a fish stock, rather than just spawning stock 
biomass is becoming widely accepted. However, little is known about the general availability of data required 
to produce such estimates. This gap in information was recognized in the frrst Term of Reference of the NAFO 
Working Group on reproductive potential which was: explore and review availability of information and existing 
data on reproductive potential by areas and species. To address this question information was collected on the 
availability of data to estimate reproductive potential on fish stocks in the north Atlantic. A series of tables was 
compiled that provide an overview of the availability of basic information, evaluate the quality of the information 
and provide references to this information. The purpose of the tables was to provide an overview of available 
information and existing data that can be applied to estimate stock reproductive potential. Unpublished as well 
as published data may be available for this purpose and, by recording identified stock characteristics (e.g. stock 
size, maturity, fecundity, etc.) and data sources in a systematic fashion, the potential for estimating the total, 
realised or viable egg and larval production can be evaluated for different stocks. 

The tables were not designed to include actual data, but rather to reference existing data and studies 
published in journals, reports, etc. or to identify persons who might provide information relative to data which 
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may exist in national laboratories but have not been analysed or published. Four tables were developed: 1) 
Available Data; 2) Data Basis, Format and Quality; 3) Studies of Reproductive Potential; and 4) Data Sources. 
The first table provides an overview of the availability of basic information to estimate the reproductive potential 
of a given stock. The table is on a yearly scale and includes basic variables only. Table 2 provides more details 
about the available data and adds information about compatibility of different data sets (e.g. age-based versus 
length-based data) and their quality (e.g. differences in accuracy due to differences in methodology, sampling 
intensity, experimental design, etc.). This table includes more variables than Table I, and some variables have 
been divided into sub-levels to specifY different data types. Table 3 refers to existing studies that estimate 
reproductive potential or evaluate stock-recruitment relations. In both Tables 2 and 3, a reference number links 
the identified data and studies with their sources in Table 4. Table 4 provides the full reference to journals, 
reports etc. or the address of persons and laboratories is given. 

The listed variables are intended to primarily cover aspects related to maternal and paternal influences on 
the reproductive potential, i.e. at the basic level estimating the total egg production, to the ultimate level of 
estimating the viable larvae production. The influences of the ambient environment on egg and larval survival 
during the recruitment process have had a lower priority but may be very important to stock·recruitment 
relations; options to record information of this type exist in both Tables 2 and 3. 

The availability of data and information to estimate reproductive potential varies tremendously. from hardly 
any data existing for some species or stocks to those that are data·rich with studies of reproductive potential 
and recruitment processes at an advanced leveL However, tables recording data·poor stocks may prove to be as 
valuable as data·rich as they may draw attention to specific variables and research fields where information is 
needed in order to estimate the stock reproductive potential. The availability of data has thus not been a 
criterion in the selection of species to be included. 

In total tables were completed for 53 stocks or stock complexes in the north Atlantic. There were a total of 
20 species and although most (15) were demersal teleosts, other groups were included. The Working Group 
focused on the Northwest Atlantic in the NAFO area but, 5 stocks are included from the ICES area. A list of 
people who contributed tables or who reviewed tables is given in the Acknowlegements. 

Guide to the Tables 

The tables consist of text and form fields indicated by shading. Only the form fields could be filled in. 
There were two types ofform fields, text and drop-down form fields. Numbers or text of variable length could 
be filled in the text fields with standard formats. The drop-down fields offered different choices, but no text 
could be added. A help function providing an explanatory text was available for each form field. The help 
function generally contained both an explanation and an example. 

Table 1 

The form fields in the header of Table I specifY the fish species, area and stock. The latter two were applied 
as headers in subsequent tables. 

The person(s) initially reviewing the literature and creating the table is referenced in the lower header of 
Table I, and the date of submission of data to the NAFO Working Group is included. If the tables are updated 
later, the name of the person(s) providing new data or reviewing the tables as well as the date is recorded in 
addition. 

The review of a specific stock attempted to encompass all data and information that can be used to quantify 
the total or realised egg production and potentially estimate the viable egg and larvae production. This implies 
that highest priority should be given to inclusion of quantitative measures or relationships that can be used as 
parameter estimates. The review extended as far back in time as possible. 
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In this overview table, three different options existed in the drop-down form fields: Option I: "is selected 
if quantitative estimates about a given variable is available. Option 2: (."j) is chosen iffor example no applicable 
estimates are available but basic data or information exists although not analysed or published. The reason for 
choosing option 2 should be specified under conunents in Table 2. The default, Option 3: blank, indicates that 
no information is available. The availability of data or information about the specific variables is recorded on 
a yearly basis back to 1960. If information before 1960 exists, particular years are included to record specific 
information about variables. 

Table 2 

The text fields in the header to be filled in include information about Reproductive Strategy, Timing of 
Spawning, and Optimal Time for Maturity Sampling as well as their references. This information is intended 
to provide the reader with some criteria to evaluate the data quality. The data types and analytical methods 
needed to estimate the total egg production depend on the type of reproductive strategy. The timing of spawning 
is important in relation to the timing of fecundity sampling for the given species and stock. The optimal time 
for maturity sampling is normally during the pre-spawning period when fish that will participate in spawning 
will have initiated the gonadal maturation process, but before for example spawning migration has started. 

The table Data Basis, Format and Quality provides the opportunity to enter more detailed information 
about data or studies for specific variables. The variable column lists different categories and sub-categories, 
which may be utilised in the estimation of the reproductive potential of a stock. The list is not meant to be all 
encompassing, but to specify the data basis, format and quality of important variables making an evaluation of 
the compatibility and applicability of data possible as well as identifying data sets potentially complementing 
each other. In the event that the listed categories do not suffice, information could be added under 'Other 
factors and parameters' at the end ofthe table, specifying under 'Notes' the kind of information; if sub-categories 
are not comprehensive, the information is similarly entered under 'Other'. For each data source, the following 
information is entered: the year range, the data basis, data origin, sampling frequency and the reference number 
referring to the source of the study (should be given in full in Table 4). Under 'Notes on data, methods and 
contents', additional information about the particular data source can be added. 

Table 3 

In some cases, studies of the reproductive potential of the stock may have been performed and for example 
estimates of egg or larvae production may be available. This information should be included in Table 3. The 
table lists different subject~related categories to include information about the reproductive potential as well as 
about processes affecting stock reproduction. For each study, a brief description of its focus is filled in as well 
as the year range covered and the reference number referring to its source. 

Table 4 

This table references the sources of data or other information referenced in Tables 2 and 3. The reference 
numbers applying to the proceeding tables as well as the data sources should be filled in, i.e. full literature 
reference or the name and postal address of contact persons. 
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List of stocks included in this volmne. 

Species Common Name Stock name NAPO or ICBS area 

Gadidae 

i... Gadu, nrorhua ·Atlantic cod FlcmlahCap NAPO DiY. 3M 
Northern Orand Bank NAPO Div. 2J+3KL 
Southern Orand Oank NAPO Diy. 3NO 
Ncwfowtdland South Coast NAFO Subdiv. 3Ps 
Northom Gulfor SI. Lawrence NAPO Subdjv. 3Pn+Div. 4RS 
Southern Oulfof SI. Lawrence NAPO Div. 4T+Subdiv. 4Vn (J-A) 
Baalem Scotian Shelf NAPO Subeliy. 4V.+Diy. 4W 
Oay of FIIndyfWcstem Scotiau Shelf ·NAPO DiY. 4X 
Oeoraca Bank NAPO Div. SZ+subarea 6 
Oulf of Maine NAPODiy. SY 
NorthSca ICBSIV 
BallieSea ICBS SO 25--32 
NortheaatArclic ICes l+2 
I_die Icas Va 

Me/anogrammua Haddoclt Blllcm Scotian Shelf NAPa Div. 4TVW 
aeglejiffus 

Bay ofPundylW .... m Soo'i •• Shelf NAPOOiv.4X 
Ocolles Bank NAPO Div.sZ+Subarca 6 
North Sea ICBSIV 

Pollacidul lllren' Pollock Scottan Shelf/Bay ofFundy/OeorlOl Bank NAFO Div. 4YWX+SZc 

Urophycia lenuls Whitchakc OulfofMainelOeorps Sank. NAFO Buhren 5+6 

PLeuronectiformea 
Pleuroncetidac 

Hlppoglouoldes American plaice PlemiahCap NAPO Diy. 3M 
p/ales.foldes 

Labrador and Northeast Ncwfouncn.nd NAPO subarea 2+Div. lK 
OrandBcnk NAPO Diy. 3LNO 
Nowfoundland South Coast NAPO Subdiv. 3P8 
Gulf of MalncIMid Allantic NAPa Subarea S 

Relnhardtlus Greenland halibut LabndorlBastem Newtbundland NAPO Subarea 2+Dlv. 3KLMNO 
hlppoglossoldes 

Glypiocep/Ullul Witch Rounder Labrador and Northeast Newfoundland NAPO DiY. ZJ+3KL 
cynog/oulU 

Southern Grand Bank NAPO Div. 3NO 
NewfbWldland South COlli NAFO DiY. 3P, 
Oulf ofMain610e0rges Bank NAPO Div. 5+6 

Lbnanda/~n6a Yellowtail flounder Orana Bank NAPO Diy. 3LNO 
OeorJC8 Bank NAFO Diy. SZC 
Southern New Bngland NAFO D!v. SZw 
Cape end US Statistical amaa Sl4 and S21 

P,eudopltmroneclf18 Whiter flounder GeorJOl Bank NAFODtv.SZ 
amerlcanul 

Coallal- Southern New HnglandIMid-Atlutic NAPO Subarea S+6 

Bothidae 

PQraltcllthy, dentQ/Ia Summer flounder MidAtlanticlOeorgcs Bank NAPO Subarea 5+6 

ScorpaenJdae 

S.btulll3 /alc/Qlul Rodliab PlemlabCap NAPO DiY. 3M 
SebaslU marlnla PlemiabClp NAPODiY.3M. 
Sebaal&f lftelllello FlomiahCap NAFODiv.3M 
Sebculel Ipp. Fleml.hCap NAPODiv.3M 
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tABL~ 1 (Conti d). List of stocks included in this volume. 

Species 

Scorpaenidae (Cont'd) 

Macrouridae 

Macrourus berg/ax 
Coryphaenoides 

rupeatris 

Clupeidae 

Clupea harengus 

Scombridae 

Scomher scomhrus 

Pomatomidae 

Pomalomus sailatrix 

Percichtbyidae 

Morone soxatfis 

Rajidac 

Raja radiala 

Common Name 

Rcdfisb 

Rougbhead grenadier 
Roundnose grenadier 

Herring 

Mackerel 

Bluefish 

Striped Bass 

Thomyskate 

Stock name 

LabradorfNortheast Newfoundland 
Eastern Grand Bank 
Southwestern Grand Bank 
Unit 2 (Canadian coastal) 

GulfofMainelOeorges Bank 

Labrador/Eastern Newfoundland 
Labrador/Eastern NeWfoundland 

Mid-Atlantic/Gulf of Maine Coastal CompJe~ 
and Georges Bank 

NorthwcstAtlantic 

Mid-Atlantic/OulfofMaine 

C0ast8I-Mid-AtlanticlGulfofMaine 

Flemish Cap 

NAFO or ICES afea 

NAFO Div. 2+3K 
NAFO Div. 3LN 
NAFODiv.30 
NAFO Div. 3Ps4Vs4Wfgj+ 
3Pn 4Vn Oun-Dec) 
NAFODiv.5 

NAFD Subarea 2+3 
NAFOSubarea2+3 

NAFO Subarea 5+6 

NAFO Subarea 2+6 

NAFO Subaea 5+6 

NAFO Subarea 5+6 

NAFODiv.3M 




